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HENNI ALFTAN’S FIRST NORTH AMERICAN SOLO EXHIBITION, 
SHADOWS IN THE MIRROR
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Z Gallery Arts presents Finland-born artist Henni Alftan’s first North American solo 
exhibition, Shadows in the Mirror, on display from April 6 – May 8, 2017. This exclu-
sive collection of 15 original, oil-on-canvas works explores the mimetic relation of 
paint as material and the image. Through striking, figurative pictures composed with 
careful framing, ellipsis, light and shading, Alftan plays with the observer’s gaze, 
inciting the viewer to take a deeper look at everyday objects and scenes that are not 
what they seem.
 
“I have had my eye on Henni Alftan for some time, having seen her works presented 
with critical acclaim in Helsinki, Paris, and New York,” says Zohra Bonnis, curator 
& owner, Z Gallery Arts. “Capturing what initially appear to be mundane settings 
– shadows of a chain link fence, light peeking through foliage, the reflection in a 
rearview mirror – she finds something rich and nuanced in every scene in which to 
engage the viewer. With her exquisite skill and unique perspective, I am thrilled and 
honoured to represent Alftan, and look forward to introducing many more artists of 
her caliber from around the world to Vancouverites.”
 
Through calculated brushstrokes, Alftan evokes the semblance of actual objects 
with subtle deviations from reality. As a result, the object inversely begins to refer to 
the painting itself as an object. Her mastery over this style is credited to her intricate 
knowledge of the rules and codes of image making.
 
In 2016, Alftan’s paintings appeared alongside works by Henri Cueco, Gaël 
Davrinche, and Nils-Udo in J’ai des doutes. Est-ce que vous en avez?, an exhibi-
tion in Paris focused on notions of doubt and perception. The previous year, Alftan 
enjoyed a six-month residency at New York’s prestigious International Studio & 
Curatorial Program.
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Alftan’s work can be found in collections at Finland’s Amos Anderson Art Museum, 
Kuntsi Museum of Modern Art, and The Helsinki Art Museum, among others.


